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Congratulations on getting the 3-in-1 most Portable Light Weight Reacher: THE PRISM TELESTIK®!! 

Instructions for Use of Prism TeleStik® (for Models: PTS3040, PTS3700 Adhesive head & PAD3000): 

1. Take the Prism TeleStik® out of the box 
2. Pop the Cap off which is attached to the base with a small thread meant to keep the cap in place 
3. Peel off the protective paper disk covering the adhesive pad. 
4. Angle the head by swiveling it to aim at the object to be picked up adhesive pad facing the object 
5. Extend the telescopic arm to desired length (within limits of available length) and  
6. Make contact with the object to be picked up (up to 1 pound in weight) allow 1-2 seconds to make good contact 

with the object surface 
7. Remember choose the flat part of object for better contact (maximum surface area of contact) 
8. Pick up the object with the Prism TeleStik® and telescope it closer to you to retrieve the object  

Instructions for Use of Prism TeleStik® (for Models: PMA4000, PTS 3700 magnetic head): 

1. Take the Prism TeleStik® out of the box 
2. Use the hook to pull extend the stik to desired length (within limits of available length) 
3. Make contact with a metallic (iron based) object (up to 1 pound in weight)  
4. Pick up the object with the Prism TeleStik® and telescope it closer to you to retrieve the object  
5. The hook can be used to get electric / phone cords closer to you from tight places. 
6. In case of hip or back problems: the hook can also be used to put on pants (pants with belt loops are typically 

easier)…practice may be necessary to achieve this skill! 

Instructions to Clean the Adhesive Disk (For PTS3040, PAD3000 and PTS3700)  

1. Take off the cap to expose the Adhesive Disk 
2. Peel off the Adhesive Disk from the Velcro Base of the telescopic head. 
3. Wash with mild soap and water 
4. Air Dry and replace the disk back on the Velcro base 
5. Alternatively, Use a baby wipe to wipe it clean 
6. Your device is rejuvenated and ready to use again.  
7. Remember the Adhesive Disk is good for 2000 pick-ups. 
8. When the Adhesive disk wears off, use a replacement disk only… 

 
…Call us @ 904-880-9900 – we are ready to serve you and meet your needs.  
 

General HELPFUL TIP: Always use proper body mechanics, prevent bending / twisting your back as much as 
possible to prevent back injury! You only have ONE BACK…Take Care of it!! 


